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Augusta Sailing Club 
House and Ground Rules Appendix O 

Member Monument Policy 
Approved 20131007 

 

1. Purpose 
1.1. This is the policy for a monument to commemorate deceased members of the Club 

that have had their ashes spread at the lake. 

2. Monument 
2.1. The Monument: Located in the yard arm (flagpole) mulch bed, pointing (sailing) 

Northeast as follows: 
2.1.1. Granite sail shape 25” Wide x 42” Tall x 4” Thick. 
2.1.2. Granite base 36” Long x 14” Wide x 6” Thick in the shape of boat hull. 
2.1.3. Granite is Grey with honed finish and rock pitch edges. 
2.1.4. One side of sail is etched with a ships wheel and the other with an anchor. 
2.1.5. The deck is engraved with “DETICATED MARCH 23 MMXXIII” on the port deck 

and “ETERNAL FAIR WINDS AND FOLLOWING SEAS” on the starboard deck. 
2.1.6. Holes for 16 bronze plaques are predrilled (8 plaques on each side) 

3. Plaques 
3.1. The plaques shall be 8 ½” x 5 ½” cast bronze to match existing: 

3.1.1. The standard plaque Includes maximum 40 spaces for 5/8” raised characters on 
4 lines. Note character count includes punctuation and spaces between words. 

3.1.2. The alternate plaque Includes maximum 60 spaces for 3/8” raised characters on 
6 lines. Note character count includes punctuation and spaces between words. 

3.1.3. The plaque configuration is subject to change based on the casting requirements 
but in any case shall be of very similar and complimentary appearance to the other 
plaques. Plaques are for names, dates and epitaph subject to Board Approval. 

4. Positions 
4.1. Plaques are limited to Past Members who have had their ashes spread at the Lake. 
4.2. A position is $77 and a plaque is $200 as of 5/2013. A position can be pre-purchased 

for $277. Any cost increase at the time of plaque erection will be borne by the member. 
4.3. Position location will be determined by the date of passing and will be filled top down 

on the Starboard side and then Port. 
4.4. If multiple positions a pre-purchased the other positions will be located next to the first 

one located as noted above if desired. 
4.5. Members that wish to have multiple family members on the monument are encouraged 

to have them on one plaque as is practical. For example if a husband and wife have 
pre-purchased a position and one spouse passes first a plaque for that spouse would 
be erected for pre-purchase cost. Then when the other spouse passes a second 
plaque would be made and erected to replace the first plaque in the same position with 
both spouses listed for an additional plaque cost of $200. 

4.6. To purchase or pre-purchase a position and plaque, send a letter requesting same 
along with a check for $277 (2013 pricing) to Augusta sailing Club PO Box 1938, 
Evans, GA. 30809, C/O ASC Treasurer. Name as they wish it to be displayed, birth 
date, and a proposed epitaph if desired must be provided at time of purchase. 

4.7. The Treasurer and/or Bookkeeper will maintain a list as plagues are purchased. The 
Board shall designate a member to maintain a detailed listing of the plaques. 
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Augusta Sailing Club 

Member Monument  

Request Form 
 

 
Members Name: ______________________________________ 
 
Member Number:_____________ 
 
Number of Plaques requested.____ 
 

If more than one plaque is requested would you like them to be positioned Horizontal___ OR 
Vertical___ to each other. 
 
For one person plaque: Name_______________________ 
Birth date__________ 
Epitaph_____________________________ 
For two people to be placed on a single plaque an epitaph is not available. 
 
First Person name_______________________ 
Birth date_________ 
 
Second Person name_____________________ 
Birth Date ________ 
 
As of 10/31/2012 a single position is $77 for a position and a plaque is $200.  If a second 
person is to be added to aplaque then the plague cost is $400. The first plaque will need to be 
replaced. 

 


